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Abstract—This paper presents three different methods of
decision making used to select, according to the decision maker
preferences, a solution from the set of non-dominated portfo-
lios generated by an integer multiobjective optimization model
with cardinality constraint performed using the NSGA-II. The
decision making consist of two methods that determine weights
analytically from the preferences of the decision makers - weight
rank and DM Queries - and a method that determines the
best selection using a neural network in unsupervised learning.
Simulations were done using assets from the Brazilian stock
exchange for the period between 2011 and 2015. At each
beginning of the month, the previous portfolio is sold, the
optimization is performed, and the decision-making method
selects the new portfolio to be purchased. Results considered two
metrics: monthly maximum Drawdown and cumulative return
during the entire study period, and show that the optimization
model is robust, always presenting cumulative returns above safe
investments for the analyzed period, and decision methods can
deliver higher returns for investors who prioritize return and
reduce maximum drawdown for those who prioritize risk.

I. INTRODUCTION

The use of computational artificial intelligence techniques
has been increasingly used in supporting investors in the
selection of promising financial assets, especially when it
comes to portfolio management, where several assets should
be analyzed based on a large mass of data.

Markowitz, in [13], advocates diversification of investment,
demonstrating that such a process reduces the variance of
investment. Despite his great model’s success, criticisms were
made to this measure because it takes into account the above
and below average dispersions, with only below-average dis-
persions being undesired. Conditional value-at-risk (CVaR)
became to be considered as a measure of the risk of a portfolio,
thinking risk as the worst loss for a given set of scenarios,
given a degree of confidence.

Considering a bi-objective model, which aims to minimize
risk and maximize return, all these changes aiming to ap-
proximate the model to reality such as the inclusion of trans-
action costs and, especially, the inclusion of the cardinality
constraints, greatly increase its complexity [4]. So that the
use of computational techniques as evolutionary algorithms is
advisable to ensure good solutions in a viable time. Several
papers show good performance of NSGA-II for this problem.

Frequently in our daily lives, we are faced with situations
where we need to make a decision about a choice, selecting an
alternative and discarding the other ones. When we have only

one goal, this choice is trivial, and we simply have to choose
the alternative that best fits our purpose. For example, if our
goal is to buy a laptop spending as less money as possible,
we just need to choose the cheapest laptop available, and that
is it, our goal is achieved. However, in most cases, we have
more than one attribute to consider when we need to make a
decision, and it is impossible to get the better of both.

Still thinking about the example of the computer, if we want
to buy a laptop spending as less money as possible but getting
the best configuration of the computer, we are in a situation
where we can not get the best of both attributes. The computer
with better configuration, with a better motherboard, with a
good RAM and the best video card, certainly will not be the
cheapest one. Moreover, apparently, the laptop that costs less is
not the one with the best configuration. In these cases, it is only
possible to improve one attribute to the detriment of others,
for example, paying more for a laptop with better components.
We will then have several alternatives, none of which is better
than another in both attributes, and we will have to choose
one according to our possibilities and preferences. This is a
typical case of multiattribute decision-making (MADM).

A problem arises after the multiobjective optimization of
real-world problems: the difficulty of selecting a suitable solu-
tion among the several solutions present in the Pareto Frontier.
When we have only one goal, this choice is trivial, and we
just have to choose the alternative that best fits our purpose.
However, in a multiobjective problem, we have more than one
attribute to consider when we need to make a decision, and
it is impossible to get the better of both since the objectives
are conflicting. We will then have several alternatives, none of
which is better than another in both attributes, and we will have
to choose one according to our possibilities and preferences,
making it MADM problem.

Several works that perform multiobjective optimization of
portfolios use unreliable criteria that do not take into account
the preferences of the investor, such as the work of [7],
which uses the return-to-risk index for portfolio selection on
the Pareto Frontier. This paper proposes the modeling of the
decision criterion based on the preferences of the investor
and another contribution of the work is the proposal and
comparison of three different decision methods: rank weights,
decision maker queries and artificial neural network, taking
into account the financial gain that each one provides in an
out-of-sample analysis.



Results show that the decision-making methods applied to
the non-dominated front obtained by the optimization work
very well, generating satisfactory results and allowing to
obtain the preferences of the decision-maker in a simple way.

The article is organized as follow. Section II presents the
different methods of decision making used for selecting a
solution after performing the optimization: rank weights, DM
queries, and artificial neural networks. Section III presents
the mathematical model for the portfolio optimization and the
proposed algorithm to optimize this model. Section IV shows
and discusses the results of the trading simulation for each of
the different methods of decision making from the bi-objective
optimization solutions and comparing them. Finally, Section V
summarizes and analyzes the implications of the results.

II. MULTIATTRIBUTE DECISION-MAKING

In this paper, the multiattribute decision-making selects the
best solution on Pareto Frontier, based on the investor pref-
erences, after the portfolio optimization has been completed.
Monthly, the previous portfolio is sold and this new portfolio
is bought and held during one more month using one of these
methods of decision making.

A. Multi-Attribute Utility Theory

MultiAttribute Utility Theory (MAUT) assumes that the
preferences of the Decision Maker (DM) can be represented
by an additive MultiAttribute value function defined in an
indirectly way through holistic pair-wise judgments. To do so,
the DM has to compare alternatives and decide which one is
better preferred, represented by aSb if alternative ”a” is at least
as good as alternative ”b” [20].

It is important to emphasize that in this type of situation
we deal with the uncertainty of the decision maker who has
not always clearly defined his preference, which can directly
impact the results.

Decision alternatives can be interpreted as a set of attributes
in MAUT, and in order to evaluate an alternative, all the
attributes are evaluated. Every single attribute offers a utility
value between 0 and 1 through a single-attribute utility (SAU)
function. The value provided by all SAU functions get inte-
grated into a MultiAttribute utility (MAU) function, resulting
in one utility value for every alternative [18].

The most common MAU function is the additive function.
Let vi(Xk) be the value of alternative Xk ∈ X, on attribute i
∈ I, being X = {X1, X2, ..., Xn} a finite set of alternatives
evaluated by a set of attributes I = {1, 2, ..., j}. Also, wi is the
weight of the ith attribute, representing the relative importance
of that attribute to the DM. The global value of alternative Xk

can then be given by the following function of multiattribute
values:

V (Xk) =

j∑
i=1

wivi(Xk), (1)

where V is the overall multiattribute value, 0 ≤ V ≤ 1; Xk,
k = 1, 2,. . . , n is a vector of attribute levels; vi(Xk) is a

single attribute value function, 0 ≤ vi(Xk) ≤ 1; wi≥0, the
weight of attribute i,

∑j
i=1Wi = 1 [1].

As shown in Equation (1), the main objective lies in get
the weights for the attributes of alternatives, in which will be
implicit the DM’s preferences.

B. Modeling DM’s Preferences

1) Rank Weights: It is therefore essential to extract from
DM his preferences about which attribute is best preferred
but, to do so, we are dealing with imprecision. This happens
because DM has not always well defined which attribute is
more important and, even when he does, it is challenging
to define how better one attribute is in relation another (for
example, one attribute is two times better than another, or
50% worse). According to [24], in uncertain circumstances, if
the set of feasible probability distributions is not empty and
contains more than one element, the dominance relationships
must be verified. This would allow eliminating the dominated
alternatives, making the task of determining which alternative
is the best a little more natural.

In 1985, [23] presented a method for ranking multiattribute
alternatives through a weighted-additive evaluation function,
using partial information about the weighting coefficients and
develop an algorithm that partially classifies the whole set of
alternatives based on the ranking information.

Several approximate weighting schemes were presented to
preserve the rank order of attributes, considering that attribute
weights are arranged from the most important to the least
important, like the schemes proposed by [21]:

• Rank Sum Weights

wi =
N −Ri + 1∑N
j=1N −Rj + 1

, (2)

In this scheme, N attributes are ranked and each attribute
is weighted (N −Ri + 1) where Ri is the rank position
of the attribute. Each weight is then normalized by∑N

j=1N −Rj + 1.
• Rank Reciprocal Weights

wi =
1
Ri∑N

j=1
1
Rj

, (3)

where wi is the normalized weight for attribute i, Ri is
the rank for the ith attribute, and N is the number of
attributes.

• Rank Exponent Weights

wi =
(N −Ri + 1)z∑N
j=1(N −Rj + 1)z

, (4)

The respondent judges the weight of the most important
attribute on a 0-1 scale. This weight is entered into the
Equation (4), which may then be solved for z via an
iterative process. N is the number of dimensions (number
of attributes) in the ranking, and Ri is the rank of the
ith dimension. Once z is known, weights for the rest of
the dimensions are determined. It is interesting to observe



that when z = 0 defines the equal weights case, and when
z = 1 we get the rank sum weights. As z increases, the
set of normalized weights gets steeper.

Following this research line, in 1996 [2] proposed the Rank
order centroid weights scheme:

• Rank Order Centroid Weights

wi =
1

N

N∑
j=i

1

j
, i = 1, 2, ..., N. (5)

This scheme tries to identify a single set of weights that
is representative of all possible weights combinations that
are admissible and consistent with the established linear
inequality constraints on the weights.

In literature, there are still several other schemes to define
the attribute weights, and there is a great variety of decision-
making methods, revealing the importance of multicriteria
analysis in the current scenarios.

2) DM Queries: Another method used in this paper consists
of asking queries to the DM considering pairs of alternatives,
in order to direct the DMs preferences, without the need of
knowing the weights of the attributes. For example, presented
to DM two alternatives, with weights 0.2 and 0.8 (for attribute
1 and attribute 2 respectively), and another with weights 0.6
and 0.4. Also, it is determined an α variable in order to
determine the next weights of attributes. The alternatives are
presented without showing this weights to DM, instead, it is
presented the consequences of that alternative. Considering
a set of non dominated alternatives for the laptop buying
problem, two alternatives would be selected, the first one
values the price more, and the second has higher preference
for performance. In this case, could be presented to DM
one result of a benchmark execution and the corresponding
percentage of the price of the laptop to the current minimum
wage, for both alternatives. The DM would choose one of the
alternatives without the knowing that one represents 0.2 and
0.8 weights against the other 0.6 and 0.4. After this first query,
one direction will be made, valuing more the price or the
laptop performance. Lets say, the first alternative was chosen
(0.2 and 0.8 weights). Then, another query is made considering
this first choice. The α variable would be added and subtracted
from the weights, resulting in two new alternatives. Let α be
0.1 in this example. The new alternatives would be (0.2 and
0.8) ± α, making the alternatives 0.3 - 0.7 and 0.1 - 0.9. Again,
the DM would not be aware of this weights, but would choose
one of then considering the information presented. Now, DM
chooses between the new alternatives or keep with the last one
(0.2 and 0.8). If a new one is selected, then this process repeats
with it. If DM still prefers the last one, then α is decreased
(this decrease can be 0.01, 0.02, etc, is a methods parameter)
and two new alternatives are presented. This queries continues
to be asked until α = 0, defining the attributes weights.

3) Artificial Neural Network: Artificial neural networks
(ANN) are computational models inspired by the human brain.
It is a powerful tool capable of learning from examples and
its own decisions (such as the human brain) and has a great

capacity for generalization. It can be described as a machine
designed to model the way the brain performs a particular
task or function of interest, having a natural propensity to
store experimental knowledge and make it available for use.
Among its characteristics that resemble the brain, are that its
knowledge is acquired from its environment through a learning
process, and the connecting forces between its basic structure
(neurons), known as synaptic weights, are used to store the
acquired knowledge [9]. In the feedforward neural network
(used in this paper), the first layer has a connection from the
network input. Each subsequent layer has a connection from
the previous layer and the final layer produces the networkâs
output. Figure 1 illustrates a ANN topology. A feedforward
network with one hidden layer and enough neurons in the
hidden layers is capable of fit any finite input-output mapping
problem. Because it has this capacity, ANNs have been used
for various purposes, such as dealing with liquidity risk assess-
ment in banking [22], prognostics of aluminum electrolytic
capacitors [12], dam break flow solution [19] and many other
fields.

Figure 1. Topology of a ANN [10].

In this paper, the NN-DM Methodology was chosen for the
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) in order to approximate the
utility function, extracting the DM preferences. This method
requires the following steps [15]:

1 Establish the Domain: Select the domain for the utility
function approximation and construct a grid of simulated
alternatives. These alternatives can be fictitious and will
be used to train the ANN.

2 Build the Ranking: Build a partial ranking for the alter-
natives by assigning a scalar value to each one.

3 Approximate the Utility Function with ANN: Construct
an artificial neural network in order to interpolate the
results and represents the DM’s preferences.

The domain of the approximation is defined as the smallest
hyper-box with edges parallel to the coordinate axes that
contain the set of available alternatives. Then, it is built a
grid of alternatives in this domain. Considering alternatives
on a curve, for example, a Pareto-Optimal front, refinement
generates the information to find a suitable model for DM
preferences in the whole domain, as illustrated in Figure 2.

To build the partial ranking is selected a method that uses
features of divide and conquers. It initially sets the ranking



Figure 2. Refinement of a Pareto-optimal front [15].

of all alternatives as 0. Next, one alternative is selected as a
pivot, and all other alternatives that are considered better than
the pivot are separated on a new partition, and the rankings
of these alternatives are set to 1. In this new partition, a new
pivot is selected, and the procedure is repeated, separating
the alternatives considered better than this new pivot in a
new partition, increasing its rankings value. This procedure
is repeated until the new partition has only one alternative,
which is the best one. It is important to emphasize that these
definitions, of which alternative is better than others, is done
through queries to the DM.

This ranking level got by the last step is used as output
(target), and the grid of fictitious alternatives is used as input
for training the ANN which will approximate the DM prefer-
ences. Given a set of new alternatives in the same domain,
the approximated function is used to choose the preferred
alternative, without the need to consult decision-maker again,
and the best alternative will be the one with greater value [16].

Weights and bias values in training were updates according
to Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) optimization. The LM algo-
rithm is a higher-order adaptive algorithm, member of a class
of learning algorithms called pseudo second-order methods,
and it is used to minimize the Mean Square Error of a neural
network. In determining the best direction to move the weights
in order to bring down the error, second-order methods use the
Hessian or the matrix of second derivatives of the performance
surface to determine the weight update, whereas, pseudo-
second order methods estimate the Hessian. In order to discard
second order derivatives of the error, LM method makes use
of the Gauss-Newton approximation that accepts the Jacobian
Matrix [11].

III. OPTIMIZATION

Portfolio optimization is performed to define a set of non-
dominated investments about the objectives of return max-
imization and risk minimization. This optimization is per-
formed every month considering a historical data series of
one year.

This process considers a historical trend data of the Brazil-
ian stock market whereby 53 assets, which were participating
in the Bovespa index [3] from January 2010 to December
2015 were chosen. Quotations relating to these six years were
used to perform the optimization totaling 1,484 daily closing
prices. The return of each day is calculated as the logarithmic

difference between the closing price of the current day and
the closing price of the previous day. It is represents by
r(t) = ln(closing(t))−ln(closing(t−1)) so that it softens the
difference between eventual exorbitant prices in the financial
market.

A. Model Statement

Using the CVaR (Conditional Value-at-Risk) measure pro-
posed by [17], an integer optimization model with the ob-
jectives of maximizing the portfolio’s expected return and
minimizing its risk was proposed, based on the one presented
in [7]. The difference of the proposed model consists in using
proportional and fixed modeling for transaction costs, bringing
it closer to the reality of stock market tradings.

This way, the following model is proposed:

min
x1,...,xN

ζ + (1− α)−1
J∑

j=1

πj [f(x, yj)− ζ]+ (6)

max
x1,...,xN

N∑
i=1

wiµi (7)

s.t. :



wi =
micixi∑N
i=1micixi

, i = 1, ..., N (8a)

N∑
i=1

zi = k (8b)

N∑
i=1

micixi(1 + γ) ≤ C − f (8c)

zi =

{
0, if xi = 0

1, otherwise
, ∀i, i = 1, ..., n (8d)

xi ∈ N, ∀i, i = 1, ..., n (8e)

with [f(x, yj)− ζ]+ = max(0, f(x, yj)− ζ).
The variables of the problem are: xi is the decision variable,

that represents the number of lots trades corresponding to
the asset i; wi is the proportion of the investment made in
asset i; and zi is a binary variable that indicates the presence
of the asset i in portfolio. The parameters are: ζ is the
reference V aR; α is the established significance level; πj
is the probability of a certain scenario; f(x, yj) is the loss
function; σij is the covariance between assets i and j; µi is
the historical average return on asset i; mi is the minimum
number of shares that must be considered for each asset i;
ci is the cost of the minimum lot trade for the asset i; C
is the available capital to be applied in the portfolio; γ and
f are the proportional and fixed transaction cost, taking into
account the brokerage, emoluments and the amount charged
for the possession of shares.

The objective functions are described by the expressions 6
and 7, related to minimizing the CVaR risk and maximizing
the return of the portfolio, respectively. CVaR function was
used as defined in [17] while return refers to the expected
portfolio return proposed in [13].



Expressions 8b and 8d describe the cardinality constraint
of the portfolio, whereupon the sum of values of each zi
must be the stipulated by k. Expression 8c describes the
budget constraint, that ensures that the cost of portfolio with
the transaction costs is smaller than the amount available
for investment. The investment weights wi for each asset i,
which are described by expression 8a, are calculated by the
proportion of investment of such asset about the total cost of
the portfolio.

B. Proposed Algorithm

An evolutionary algorithm for integer decision variables
based on NSGA-II [6] are used here to optimize the model
of investment portfolios. The algorithm performs selection,
mutation, crossover and cutting operators after generating the
initial population using repair operators in order to guarantee
solutions feasibility.

Each individual, considered as a possible solution in evo-
lutionary algorithms, represents a portfolio and it is encoded
in a structure that contains two sets: assets set with a fixed
cardinality and set of lot trades for each asset with the same
size of the assets whereby each one have its associated lot
trades number in this set. Binary variables are associated with
the assets, and each variable has value 1 if its corresponding
asset composes the portfolios and has value 0 otherwise.

The generation of the initial population is made by filling
in the assets set randomly. Each asset receives a random
amount of lot trades so that the total cost of the portfolio
does not exceed the amount available for investment. Repair
operators are used if they become infeasible. The algorithm
performs mutation, crossover and selection operations until it
reaches a large number of generations, as specified, or until
the hypervolume indicator [8] reaches a very small number.

The proposed operators are:
• The selection selects one individual per iteration using

the binary tournament method in which two individuals
are chosen at random, and the best of them (the individual
belonging to the best frontier or those with the highest
crowding distance, when both belonging to the same
frontier) is selected to be part of the new population. This
procedure is repeated until N individuals are selected,
where N is the number of individuals in the population.

• In crossover, two individuals of the new population are
chosen randomly and called parent1 and parent2 in each
iteration. Then, these two individuals generate two new
ones, called child1 and child2 as follows: a cutoff is
chosen randomly and child1 is formed by the assets at
the left of this point present in parent1 with their lot
trades and the assets present at the right of that point
in parent2 with their respective lot trades. Similarly, the
child2 is formed by the complementary combination of
parent1 and parent2. Thus, two new children replace
their parents in the new population at each iteration, and
the procedure continues until N children are generated.
Random assets replace repeated assets and lot trades are
reduced randomly when the solution is infeasible.

• In mutation, a small percentage of the assets of the new
population individuals are chosen randomly, and these are
replaced by other assets also randomly selected. When
this occurs, the portfolio containing the asset that was
modified changes the values of lot trades of each of its
assets randomly.

• Finally, the cutting operator selects the N best individu-
als from the union of the current population with the new
population. These selected individuals will be part of the
current population on the next generation.

IV. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENT AND NUMERICAL
RESULTS

Stock market trading simulations were conducted in the
period between January 2011 and December 2015. At each be-
ginning of the month, the portfolio optimization is re-executed,
and another portfolio is selected according to a method of
decision making. In each month the monthly Drawdown was
recorded, and this procedure was repeated until the end of
2015 so that a total of 60 months is used for each method
considered. The cumulative return for the whole period was
also analyzed for each method.

Three different methods of decision making were used:
(i) Rank weights;

(ii) DM Queries;
(iii) Artificial Neural Network.

For the optimization model, the values established for the
parameters are: number of assets N = 53; significance level
α = 5%; minimum number of shares mi,∀i, i = 1, ..., N =
100; available capital C = $100, 000.00; cardinality K = 9
assets; fixed and proportinal transaction costs f and γ was
defined as $ 29 and 0.45% of the portfolio value, respectively,
including the sum of the brokerage, emoluments, amount
charged for the possession of shares and a monthly variable
tax.

The parameters of NSGA-II are: 500 individuals; at most,
500 generations to stop; the probability of crossover pc and
mutation rate mr are adaptively determined during the execu-
tions according to the methodology presented in [5].

A. Rank Weights

The first method tested in this work was the Rank Order
Centroid Weights. From the Pareto-optimal front, the values
of the attributes of all the alternatives were normalized, and
the method was applied. One of this paper’s authors did the
DM function to get the results in all tested methods. This
method was executed twice, one simulating a DM with return
preference and another giving more value to the risk. Using
Equation 5, the weights were 0.75 and 0.25 for return and risk
respectively in the first execution and 0.25 and 0.75 in the
second execution. Figure 3 shows the result of the cumulative
returns of the simulation, including the period values for the
Ibovespa and Selic to compare. Selic is the basic interest
rate of the Brazilian economy, used in the interbank market
to finance operations with daily duration, backed by federal



government bonds. Figure 4 shows the drawdown for the
executions.

Figure 3. Cumulative returns using Rank Order Centroid Weights

Figure 4. Drawdown using Rank Order Centroid Weights

B. DM Queries

The DM Queries method was also tested in this paper. Pairs
of alternatives to DM were presented, starting with alternatives
that represented 0.3 and 0.7 weights versus 0.5 and 0.5, with
α = 0.2 and decreasing 0.01 in each iteration. However,
the DM was not aware of these values of weights, knowing
only information regarding the return of that alternative in a
historical period of one year and its greater loss in that period.
The DM then chose one of them, directing their preference
to one of the attributes. Next, the DM was presented with a
new pair of alternatives and this scheme was repeated until
the DM was satisfied. Following this method, four investor
profiles were simulated, which in the end represented values
of weights 0.25 - 0.75, 0.4 - 0.6, 0.6 - 0.4 and 0.75 - 0.25.
Figures5 and Figure6 present the results obtained with this
method.

Figure 5. Cumulative returns using DM Queries

Figure 6. Drawdown using DM Queries

C. Artificial Neural Network

The ANN was built using the software MATLAB c©. It was
used a hidden layer with size 40 and the LM training method.

Levenberg-Marquardt optimization was chosen as the train-
ing method because it is often the fastest backpropagation
algorithm in the toolbox, and it is highly recommended as
a first-choice supervised algorithm, according to the official
documentation of the software [14].

To verify the efficiency of the built ANN in approaching
functions, a known function called “Sombreiro” (hat) was
used, presented in Equation 9. The “Sombreiro” function was
chosen because it is a bidimensional unimodal Gaussian and
the DM’s preference function should be unimodal as well.
Also, the values for the preference regarding each alternative
should be positive and worst alternatives should be zero, or
close to it, and “Sombreiro” function behaves this way. The
ANN was trained to approximate the original function. The
graph of the original function was generated, the ANN was
trained and used to approximate the original function. The
graph of the original function and the approximate function



are shown in Figure 7.

f(x, y) =
sin(

√
x2 + y2)√

x2 + y2
(9)

Figure 7. Original Function x ANN Approximate Function

After verifying the efficiency of the ANN, it was used to
approximate the function that represented the weights 0.25
and 0.75. The comparative results are shown in figures 8
and 9. The third method is not included in this graph
because the result for the Rank Order Centroid is the same
as the DM Queries when the same decision maker applies
the methods. They are two methods that can get the same
result, being a mathematical method, through Equation 5,
and another one extracting the information of the DM, but
getting the same objective and consequently to the same result,
represented by the weights 0.25-0.75. ANN, however, makes
an approximation of the original function that models the
decision maker’s preference and, therefore, there may be small
differences, justifying its presence in the graph.

Figure 8. Cumulative Returns Comparison

V. CONCLUSIONS

With this work we were able to obtain expressive results
with the optimization of investments, considering the pref-
erences and particularities of the investor. In all the results
and methods tested, the profit (cumulative return) obtained
in the simulations after the optimization was satisfactory and

Figure 9. Drawdown Comparison

higher than the Ibovespa, considered a safe investment in
Brazil. It was possible to successfully implement the decision-
making methods, selecting among the alternatives of the
Pareto-frontier the one that best fits the profile of DM, based
on the theory of utility.

The result obtained using the Centroid Rank Order does not
show a large difference between the accumulated returns for
the two profiles presented, although the investor who values
the return more than the risk, as expected, had a higher profit
over of the simulation. However, since all the decisions were
made considering optimized and non-dominated alternatives,
both managed to obtain a good result.

When using the DM Queries method, the result was closer
to the expected result, with the more conservative investor
having a smaller cumulative return, but suffered a smaller
decrease (drawdown) over most of the period.

It was also shown the efficiency of the use of ANN to
approximate the function that represents the preferences of
the DM and uses it in aid of decision making, obtaining with
ANN results very close to the result obtained with the original
function.

Finally, this article opens up a range of opportunities for fur-
ther study and direct application of the methods presented. For
future work, it is recommended to consider the preferences of
the DM during the optimization process, coupling the decision-
making methods in the financial optimization algorithm.
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